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Room To Room Searches
Occur In Loyola Hall
by Chris Tyler
Fairfield University's Student Handbook states
that a "Room Entry" may be done by staff
members if there is a need to investigate incidents involving possible violations of University policy.This was the justification for the room
entries done on Tuesday, February 28th according to Jon Conlogue, the Head Resident on duty that night.
Shortly before eight o'clock, a staff member
saw a keg being brought into Loyola Hall. The
staff member was unable to detain the individuals responsible for bringing the keg into
the building and subsequently called Mr. Conlogue, a head resident. Mr. Conlogue felt that a
general room entry was necessary after attempts
to locate the keg had failed.
John Maloney, R.A. Loyola I, and Jim O'Connell, R.A. Loyola III, were the R.A.'s on duty on
Tuesday and they conducted the door to door
room entry. "This is the first time a door to door
room entry has ever been done to investigate
drinking violations," said Phyllis Fitzpatrick,
Director of Student Residences. She continued,
"This is not our standard operating procedure,
nor will it be." According to Mr. Conlogue both
of the R.A's who conducted the room entry expressed reservations about it. Jim O'Connell requested that Mr. Conlogue be present with him
during the room to room, dorm wide key search.
Mrs. Fitzpatrick commented that the action
taken was drastic and extreme, but that the
Head Residents and the R.A.'s do have the right
to conduct a room entry. Mr. Conlogue felt that
this blatant violation of university policy regarding keys warranted immediate action. Both Mrs.
Fitzpatrick and Mr. Conlogue stated that the actions undertaken by the R.A.'s and Mr. Conlogue
were an effort to obtain the keg before a party
ever started. The keg however was not located
as a result of the room entry. It was located later
by Jim O'Connell while he was making his
rounds at approximately 9:30 p.m. that evening.
Mike McKeever, a junior resident of the third
floor of Loyola, instigated a 108 signature student petition requesting an apology regarding
the room entry. Mr. McKeever stated that he was
not happy with the way the situation was handled and he felt there were instances when liberties were taken by those conducting the room
entry.
Mr. McKeever also stated that he would like
to see the wordinp, of the Student Handbook

changed so as to remove the ambiguities it contains with respect to the guidelines involving a
room entry.
Mrs. Fitzatrick said that she felt making the requirements more black and white would be
beneficial to both the staff and the students.
Presently it is the student's reponsibility to request the identity of anyone who knocks at their
door. Mrs. Fitzpatrick said however that she had
personally asked the staff to identify themselves
regardless of the circumstances. Mr. McKeever
also stated that copies of the signed petition
were sent to Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley S.J., University President; Deans Krell and Schimpf; Judicial
Officer Jeanne Osborn; Assistant to the President Rev. John J. Higgins S.J.; Director of Student Residences, Phyllis Fitzpatrick; Leigh
Cromey, the Assistant Director of Student
Residences; as well as to Provost John Barone.
Much confusion exists about the difference
between a room entry and a 'room search'. The
only individuals who may conduct a room search
are Dean Krell, Dean Schimpf, Phyllis Fitzpatrick
and Leigh Cromey. A room entry entitles an R.A.
or a Head Resident to enter a room and determine by means of visible inspection if the room
is in violation of University policy.

Construction is progressing on schedule for the new townhouse complex. Seen here,
excavation equipment tears through the university soccer field to install a new sewage
line for the units.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

Honors Seminar Includes Urban Cultural Study
by Steven D. Lunt
The City: The Many Faces of Urban Civilization
will be the topic of the 1984-85 Honors Seminar.
The Renaissance city will be the focus of the fall
semester, with such major European cities such
as Florence, Rome, Paris, and London being examined in depth. The seminar will consider the
political structure, works of literature, painting,
and architecture of these cities, in addition to the
Renaissance movement as a whole.
The contemporary city will be examined in the
spring semester from the perspectives of the
social sciences, natural sciences, and humanities. New York City will serve as the seminar's
"living laboratory." Areas to be studied include
Wall street, the garment district, the theater
district, Chinatown, Little Italy, and Harlem,
among others. Although multi-disciplinary in approach, the course will emphasize the social,

political, and psychological forces which effect
the living city.
The Honors Program also sponsors attendance at cultural events in the New York-New
Haven area, including the theater, ballet, opera,
and museums. Sophomores and Juniors with a
B+ average or better may apply for the Seminar.

AT&T's Flannery Discusses
Human Factors Engineering
by Carla Angelone
Attention psychology majors: You are in demand! If you have ever thought about using your

Black Civil Rights Activist To Deliver Lecture
Dick Gregory, civil rights proponent and author,
will deliver a lecture in the Campus Center Oak
Room on March 20th at 8 p.m. and will be sponsored by F.U.S.A. Arts and Lectures.
Gregory gained fame as a comedian and is today a human rights activist, social satirist, lecturer, recording artist, actor, philosopher, and
political activist. Moreover, he combines these

roles to serve the cause of human liberation and
alleviate human suffering.
Credited with opening many doors for black
entertainers, Gregory found comedy an expedient avenue toward getting people's attention,
to make them think as well as laugh. Once he
achieved success as an entertainer, he used it

Dick Gregory, an outspoken civil rights leader and activist will lecture in the Oak Room
later this month.

In extraordinary circumstances, the Honors Committee will consider the admission of students
with a lower Q.P.A. but who otherwise demonstrate exceptional intellectual promise. Interested
students are encouraged to contact Dr. James
Long, Honors Program Director, as soon as
possible for more details.

to assist causes he knew desperately needed
help.
His participation in the Civil Rights movement
of the 1960s is well-documented, as are his efforts world peace, hunger, and rights of American Indians. His efforts, however, have had a
cost. Gregory was virtually barred from the entertainment business; he was jailed numberous
times for Ms part in demonstrations; and cancelled bookings, travel costs, and legal fees have
run over one million dollars.
Yet Dick Gregory continues in his struggle for
human dignity. He ran from Chicago to Washington, DC. in 1974 to call attention to world hunger.
His fasts have become legendary, as he employs
them to symbolize the suffering of oppressed
people every where. His 1980 journey to Iran saw
him take only liquids for 145 days as he prayed
for the release of American hostages and for the
cessation of world hostility. While in Iran, Gregory
with the Ayatollah Khomeini, the last westerner
to do so. More recently, he visited IRA hunger
strikers in England and, while arriving too late to
help, the experience was the catalyst for his medically supervised fast in New Orleans in 1981.
There, he proved fasting to be not only effective
but could be done without risk to life. In 1982,
Gregory assisted the ERA movement by instructing hunger strikers in Illinois on proper fasting
methods.
A self-taught authority on nutrition, Gregory's
nine books include Dick Gregory's Natural Diet
for Folks Who Eat: Cookin's with Mother Nature
in addition to his acclaimed autobiography,
biography, Nigger.
Certainly difficult to label,
Dick Gregory is
simply, as he says "For People."

psychology degree in a business setting, Human
Factors Engineering may be just what you are
looking for.
Michael Flannery of AT&T in White Plains, NY.
came to Fairfield University last Tuesday night to
inform psychology majors that they are in great
demand and to speak about the definite pragmatic applications of a psychology major in the
business world. AT&T is actively searching for
psychology majors for the company's Human
Factors Engineering Dept.
Mr. Flannery has been with AT&T for 18 years,
the last eight of which have been spent in Human
Factors Engineering. Flannery explained that the
ten year old department has grown from a group
of seven to, in 1984, a dept. of 85, and openings
are becoming increasingly available in this growing field.
Human Factors Engineering is concerned with
user-oriented systems design. By understanding
the human being and his limitations, company
systems can be designed with these human factors in mind in order to minimize mistakes and
therefore to reduce company costs.
Mr. Flannery stated that psychology majors
have the proper education and training that will
make them the best qualified and most suitable
candidates for a career in Human Factors
Development. Because they understand the
human being, psychology majors would be most
effective at analyzing a problem and evaluating
a situation because they can approach people
at the proper level.
The competition flooding the communications
industry, as a result of the divestiture of AT&T has
forced AT&T to become aware of the necessity
and importance of Human Factors Engineering
if they are going to successfully compete in the
marketplace. Human Factors Engineering will ensure that AT&T products are designed for the
ease and comfort of the user.
AT&T has the technology, physical principles,
and engineering techniques that has made it a
recognized leader in the communications industry. But now, Flannery pointed out, the cornContinued from page 4
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Should prayer be included in Public Schools?

Tom Barnds Class of '84, Major: History
Another one of the pertinent issues of the
day! Falwall and Reagan are working together
to focus public attention away from the issues
we should be addressing—poverty and
nuclear war. If I had to take a stance, I would
be against it.

James Moe Class of '85, Major: Biology
No, definitely not. Whatever happened to
the separation of church and state? Instead
of wasting time on this issue how about considering more money for education?

Steven P. Roy Class of '87, Major: Undeclared
/ think that if students want to start their day
with prayer, it is a right that should not be
taken away from them. A moment of silence
is not too much to ask from anyone.

Yvonne M. deLorimier Class of '85, Major:
Finance
/ feel a few minutes with God is a great way
to start the day. This should be a voluntary
moment. To make prayer available to all
students is an opportunity that Congress
should not deny.

University Bookstore Moves
To Acquire More Space
frr-

Maggie Osora, Class of '84, is seen here shopping in the university bookstore which is now
hoping to receive an additional 10,000 square feet of space.
[Photo by Michelle Byrd]

by Chris Tyler
In an effort to improve it's service to students,
the United College Bookstore has made a request for an additional 10,000 square feet of
space. According to Mr. James Fitzpatrick, Director of the Campus Center and University Activities, expansion of the bookstore is a high priority.
The Bookstore originally came to Fairfield
University in 1964 and was located in Loyola Hall.
With completion of the Campus Center it moved
to that site in 1966. Since that time the contract
between the University and the Bookstore has
been renewed on an annual basis. James Fitzpatrick stated, "There are two aspects on which
renewal is based. The first is an operational
standpoint and the second is a fiscal standpoint."
He went on to state that the financial agreement
between the university and the bookstore is a
very good and sound one and a primary reason
that the contract is picked up for another year.
This year Provost John Barone will be responsible for the signing of next year's contract after
an evaluation is done of this years performance.
The main reason for an annual contract according to Mr. Fitzpatrick is that without a yearly contact it fails to be "Hungry."
Bookstore operations include: buying new
books from publishers for resale to students, buying old or second hand books for resale, sales
of toiletry items and apparel items. According to

Bookstore Manager Bill Meyer, a student who
sells a used book back to the bookstore receives
50% of the new price for that regardless if the
price of the book has increased or decreased
since the time the book was originally purchased. The Bookstore sells the book to students
the next semester for 25% off the new price for
that book.
Meyer stated that much of the delay regarding
reordering books is the responsibility of the publishers and not the Bookstore. He asserted,
"Some publishers have incredibly fast shipping
departments, and some have incredibly slow
ones." The bookstore often works with Barnes
and Noble, a major East Coast Bookstore chain,
to get books for students. "Other times it is because the faculty fails to estimate the enrollment
for their course that causes us to have to reorder from the publishers. Some times we find that
the publisher has to call a Printer to have the
book reprinted," explained Meyer.
United College Bookstore has recently opened
a showcase bookstore on the Rutgers University Campus. That new bookstore was built to met
the expanded need of the students there. "Our
operations have increased considerably but our
space has not," said Mr. Meyer. Mr. Fitzpatrick
commented however, "Presently any plans to expand the bookstore are only in a discussion
phase. There is no immediate plan to expand that
facility."

PREGNANT?
and need help...

trtijrtgijt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL 372-2777
10:00-4:00
Mon. — Fri.
Free Pregnancy Test

Is anyone staying on
campus over Spring Break.
Turn those spare hours into money! We need two conscientious individuals to work in a corporate dining
room. Could lead to permanent part-time job. Contact
Roberta at the Center for Financial Studies, at 200
Barlow Rd. 259-3303.

TR

BOOS

CHEERS

To broken botles on the dance floor at the
"Screw Your Roommate" dance, why trash the
dance floor when you could spend your time cutting the rug.. To room to room searches for alleged kegs in the dorms, when will some
judgment be shown when it comes to the rights
of the students living on campus?.. To the frozen
mud that abounds on campus both in the Quad
and in the paths that lead us into late winter
depression.. .To the quickly approaching end of
the term after a much deserved spring break, we
don't have much time left to get our sememster
together.

To the Glee Club's performances in Waterbury and Hartford this weekend. They are the
University's true voice.. .The the long awaited
Spring Break that offers us a week to relax either
in the sun at our favorite resort or in our favorite
easy chair at home watching MTV... To the censoring of our politics editor, Michael Guarnieri,
in his congress class, finally somone has told
Fairfield's supposed guru of politics to watch his
tongue and think about his politics for a change.

ARE YOU SMART ENOUGH
TO SAVE YOUR PARENTS
OR YOURSELF THE COST
OF COLLEGE?
You are, if you win an Army RCTTC scholarship. When you win one
of our scholarships, we pay your tuition, flat rate for books, lab fees and
other academic expenses. We'll also give you up to $1,000 a year extra.
And when you graduate, we'll make you an Army officer.
But you have to be more than smart to win. We'll consider your extracurricular leadership and athletic activities on campus. And if you reach
the finals, we'll meet with you for a personal interview. Applications are
now being accepted for two and three year scholarships.
For more information, contact Ralph Cantrell at 203-576-4319-Collect.
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[EDITORIALS)
Don't Let It Go Too Far
This is my final editorial, and unlike all the rest which have been mired in facts and presented
in a very diplomatic and business-like manner, this article is a collection of my own personal opinions and therefore it is signed. It represents no other ideas but those of the editor-in-chief.
I feel I have been critical of the administration, but not critical enough. I see new townhouses and
practice fields being built, and I see an entire mansion refurbished to house administrators while
the library on campus overflows and a Fine Arts department goes just about unnoticed in a little
cubicle called an office in Canisius.
Somehow I feel that Bellarmine should have been used as an art gallery and Fine Arts Center
complete with offices and study space, while McAuliffe awaited the placement of administrative offices.
I challenge the administration to come out of their offices and ask the students what they want. Almost
every one of you sit in your offices and decide policy without a second thought about how students
feel. Are you afraid to find that you aren't serving the students as you should be? It could be too
late to find out.
I've always wanted to surge into Bellarmine with about 200 other students and ask questions of
each administrator. But I know the officials would fast talk their way out of the situation or stall until
it's too late to do anything.
The other reason it would't work is because I would probably get two students instead of 200 to
join me. Students at Fairfield are in general—lazy, apathetic and blindly obedient to the officials at
this school. I'm sick of hearing complaints and seeing no action on the part of students to petition
a problem. You have the perfect form in the Mirror with which to do it, and no one has the guts enough
to stand up to the school. There are exceptions like the Frank Chechiles and Michael McKeevers
(see letter this page) who care, but students on the whole are more conservative and introverted
than they were three of four years ago, and it is sad.
It's not a pretty remembrance, but these are the two biggest things I've noticed since arriving on
the staff. I'm worried that the paper will cease to function, or at least lose a great deal of its force
when students decide not to get involved or volunteer some time. And I'm fearful that the administration will grow too large that they will never be approachable or ever approach the students.
It seems to me that the school is turning into an institution and a business rather than a Jesuit
school of higher learning. Let's give at least part of the school back to the students, and then students, let's take the opportunity to lead and voice a strong, outspoken and respected opinion.
Richard Swietek
Editor-in-Chief

Taking Issues Seriously
To the Editor:
I was disgusted by the handling of the "Speak
Out" section on page two of the most recent
issue of The Mirror. The responsibility of the state
to both protect the life and liberty of every individual, and to maintain order in society by seeing to it that justice is achieved and laws are
obeyed, and that sanctions are enforced, is no
joke. Taking a human life, and attempting to
justify this act are serious issues.
Offering students, as responsible citizens, the
opportunity to express their opinions and beliefs
on issues of importance is of great benefit to any
individual who holds conscientiously developed
opinions of his own, and is one of the many
blessings of living in a democratic state.
The immaturity and irresponsibility of the third
and fourth responses is a disgrace. I would like
to know what purpose The Mirror sought to accomplish by printing such trash. To respond to
a query dealing with an issue of life and death
by claiming Hallucinogenic drugs as a major and
proceeding to express some inane remark about
baby seals and crucifixion, or to stick out one's
tongue at the camera and respond with some

ridiculous gibberish about society, Utopia, and
castration unfortunately degrades not only the
obviously careless respondent but also the
newspaper and the entire school.
There are plenty of people who take serious
issues seriously. I suggest that in the future The
Mirror ought to approach their civic-minded
public opinion feature with more responsibility.
Lisa Anne Biagiarelli '86

I^VL

Unlawful Entrance
To the Editor:
On Tuesday Feb. 28, the Office of Student
Services conducted an illegal room to room
search in Loyola Hall. As a resident of Loyola I
was shocked to see the head resident, Jon Conologue, and two resident advisors blatantly
violate University policy regarding both room entry and room search.
The search was conducted because an offduty R.A. witnessed a keg being carried into
Loyola. The search itself violated two
regulations:
1).The R.A. did not identify himself or his purpose before he entered each room.

2).A room entrance is only to be used to obtain
evidence in "plain or open view." It was
reported that the-R.A. consistently searched
in closets and under beds.
It has also been reported that the R.A. lied to
some students concerning the true nature of
their presence in rooms, including unoccupied
rooms. This incident threatens our personal
freedom and the educational process.
A copy of this letter as well as a petition signed by over 100 students was submitted to the
S.S. and we demand that disciplinary action be
taken against the head resident who conducted
this search.
Michael McKeever

Another Christian Viewpoint

Sir:
Karl Lancaster's three-article series, "Nuclear
Policy: a Christian's Perspective," raises the
standards of literacy in Mirror features. However,
I should like to comment on a number of
substantive issues with which at least this Christian cannot agree.
In his first article Mr. Lancaster rightly points
out that Christians believe that physical death is
not the worst evil that can befall a human being.
Christ died for a cause far exceeding his own exEDITORIAL BOARD
istence in importance. Many other people, ChrisEditor-in-Chief
Richard Swietek
tian and non-Christian, have done something
Executive Editors
Elizabeth Kline
similar. Mr. Lancaster seems to consider that this
Jeff Cahill
disposes of the "better Red than dead"
Executive Advertising Manager
argument.
'.'t>.lli.JV /roan LeCletc
The discussion of nuclear issues, however, is
News
jfhfpP. Moore I not about better Red than dead, or even the opL^othbard ' posite, but about how to avoid us all being dead,
^.. GUarnierr i including the Reds. Our author seems to think
myKeefe
that proponents of the nuclear freeze or of disarMppfeldt
mament are in some way offending against the
. Homes
pattern of life of Jesus and his apostles and,
In-De^rtJ
;tin Dodge
presumably, that those who favour the balance
nrtoerlain
of fear while pretending to negotiate are not. Is
Sports \N
OiPietro
it any more Christian to work on the principle:
Photography
"
Ellen Dougherty
"Better a serious danger to all human life on the
Photography Assistants John Pastorelle,
planet than a slight danger to our own way of
Karen Haney
life"?
Graphics
Sheri Montei
In the second article Mr. Lancaster proclaims
Public Relations
Denise Carroll
the moral superiority of the United States over
BUSINESS STAFF
the Soviet Union. There seems to me little doubt
Business Manager
Elizabeth Keenan
that the U.S. has the edge, but whether that
Assistant Business Manager Pat Perkowski
makes us more moral or simply less immoral is
Advertising Manager
Andrea Renzoni
not so clear to me. Of course, the Korean airliner
Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor
downing cannot be defended. How can ive deTelephone—(203) 255-5411 ext. 2533.
fend the way in which the U.S. government
Layout every Sunday night. Ad deadline Fri"repatriates" Salvadoran refugees to their cerday afternoon. Third class postage at Fairtain death; or how it finances "Contras" to kill
field, Connecticut. The Mirror is published
Nicaraguans defending their own country and its
every Thursday during the academic year by
rightful government? How moral is it to lie and
the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.
cheat about the effects of toxic waste disposal
and atmospheric nuclear tests on its own
The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for
citizens, so that just compensation does not
the writing, articles, layout, pictures, and forneed to be paid? How moral is it to support cormat. Unless specifically stated signed columns
rupt governments around the world, because
represent the opinions of the authors and do
they pretend to be our friends, until their
not necessarily reflect the editorial position ofI
usefulness is at an end: El Salvador, Guatemala,
The Mirror or the views of the students, facul-|
Honduras, Brazil, Chile, South Korea, the Philipty or administration.
pines, to name but a few? There is no point in

trying to say who is moral and who is immoral;
both great powers have bloody hands and ought
to have guilty consciences, and neither does.
A Christian perspective on these issues is of
course able to influence public opinion more
strongly in the U.S than it can in the Soviet
Union. For that we must be grateful, but we must
also recognize our responsibility. The proclamation of a Christian response to the threat to world
peace must grow out of our identification with the
weak, poweriess and suffering God of Christianity, the God who has no wealth, no power, no ambition, and no wish to ape the ways and manners
and values of this world, but who in Jesus Christ
proposes the alternative, Christian way. There
is little of Christ in the fat cats of the corporate
world who grow ever richer off the defense
budget, or the well-oiled bodies and rusty consciences of our political leaders. Christ is at work
in history where he always was at work, in the
poor and downtrodden of the world, in Bridgeport and New York City and San Salvador and
Kiev. He is at work in those who are victims
whether of repressive governments (like that of
the Soviet Union) or of repressive and
discriminatory social policies (like those in the
United States). Rich people—and we are all rich
here—who are not actively concerned to make
the world a better place for those above all who
cannot help themselves, have simply had it. It
is all up with the unconcerned rich. They are in
hell, or they are heading there. The God of
weakness who is at work in history through the
spirit of Christ is found in the weak of this world,
not the strong, whatever the Jerry Falwells and
Billy Grahams may tell us.
Mr. Lancaster writes in his third article that "all
truly civilized men must despise pacifism." I
would like to line up the pacifists of the world,
and the politicians, and then see which line included the civilized. If he is right, then Ronald
Reagan is more civilized than Gandi, or Martin
Luther King, or Jesus, or those early saints of the
Christian church who favoured pacifism, among
them, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Cyprian,
Lactantius and Eusebius. Even a Republican
might have trouble swallowing this.
All truly civilized men despise hypocrisy, not
pacifism, and the sincere pacifist is as honorable
as the sincere arms-bearer. The real obscenity

is to disguise our self-interest as moral concern,
and by that standard we are no better than the
Soviets. We are afraid of losing our precious and
ridiculous wealth and comfort. To preserve that
we shackle half the world in starvation as surely as the Soviets shackle their own people. If, in
the name of freedom, we will kill and starve for
the sake of our pockets, then the gospel speaks
a word of judgment on us too.
Sincerely,
Paul Lakeland
Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Religious Studies

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the
policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
or replies should be conducted on a face
to face basis, so that room can be reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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Graduation Syndrome May Affect Seniors
by Sheila Cox, S.N. and
Karen Ponton, R.N.
"Eighty-four nights." The countdown, day-byday, until we finally graduate has officially begun.
Truly a time to party, to celebrate. But for several
of us, including myself, "Eighty-four Nights" was
also a night of many unpleasant thoughts and
feelings about life after graduation, after
Fairfield.
As I talked with my friends at "Eighty-four
Nights," we deem to be having so many mixed
and conflicting feelings right now. We talked of
feeling excited about graduation, but at the same
time, feeling like we really don't want to go.
These four years have been the greatest! We've
made some of the closest friendships we'll ever
have here at Fairfield. Yet, we may never see
each other again after graduation. We've learned so much, both in the classroom and out of it.
Now, it's hard to find any motivation to study at
all. And will this education really help me find a
good job? And where will I be without those
friends who supported me through the bad
times, as well as the good?
We've really felt very safe and secure here at
Fairfield. We've been fairly certain from one year
to the next of where we would be and of what
would be expected of us. Until now.
Graduation marks a turning point in our lives.

Already we have begun to separate from our ties
to Fairfield, by, for example, losing interest in our
studies, or counting down the days until the end.
Some of the sadness we feel may be part of our
growing realization that we will be losing some
very familiar, or comfortable, or important
aspects of our lives, of our selves.
Experts say we should welcome change, and
in so doing, become better able to incorporate
those changes into our lives. But change is rarely
easy to accept. Can anything help?
Perhaps the most important thing to do is to
continue to become aware of the feelings we
have inside, and to share those feelings with
each other.
It may also be helpful to talk with other
graduates, family members, or a favorite faculty member. The Campus Ministry and the staff
at the counseling center are also excellent
sources of support.
Finally, I'd suggest we stand back and look at
where we are now compared to four years ago.
Many of the feelings we have now are very
similar to the feelings we had as we graduated
from high school and were about to start collge.
Back then, we wondered what college life would
be like, where our niche would be, if we could
handle the stress. Well, we found a niche, made
new friends and survived. We can and will do it

again. The excitement of a new job or graduate
school, a new apartment, new people, new
responsibilities, new challenges, are guaranteed
if we want them. It wil be hard to say goodbye
to our friends, to our lives at Fairfield, but so
much lies ahead. We do have a reason for our

sadness, but we also have a reason for joy. So,
let's celebrate both!
Sheila Cox, S.N., is a Senior nursing major,
Karen Ponton, R.N., M.A., graduated from Fairfield University in 1974 and currently teaches in
the School of Nursing.

Psychology In Business
Continued from page 1
pany needs to acquire expertise in the behavioral
sciences so that they may gain knowledge of the
human—the user—and an understanding of their
limitations and of the means by which they process information.
With this information, systems can be designed more effectively for people. Flannery asserted
that "poorly designed systems are the result of
an inadequate amount of consideration given to
how humans perceive, recognize, and operate." Poorly designed systems allow the user to
enter errors into the system by not taking human
limitations into account when designing the
system. It is for these reasons that Flannery be-

lieves Human Factors to be an indispensable and
necessary part of any organization. "Any company that does not have Human Factors is in
trouble", stated Flannery.
Psychology majors are aware of how people
perceive and conceive information. Their
knowledge and talent, therefore, is needed in
Human Factors Development. "A system is of no
value if a user is unable to use it", said Flannery.
Human Factors emphasizes the necessity of
user involvement in systems design. Because
psychology majors are trained in perception,
cognition, learning, and memory, they know the
psychology of the human being and it is this expertise that is needed and will continue to be
needed by Human Factors Engineering at AT&T.

Pose With A Stroh's
and win valuable
Stroh's prizes it your
photograph is
selected as a winner.
Enter as often
as you like, with
as many photos as
you wish.
GRAND PRIZE

POH WITH A STROHS
P H OTO CONTEST

Stroh 's Picnic
Thermal Cooler
Contact your local Stroh's
distributor tor a description
of prizes offered.
Mail entry form
and 3x5 photo to:

Pose With A Stroh's
Photo Contest
Star Distributing
10 Ever Rd.
West Haven, CT 06505
Attn: Sue Sheehan

Pose with a Stroh's
Official Rules

Star Distributing
10 Ever Rd.
West Haven, CT 06505
Attn: Sue Sheehan

From One Beer Lover to Another... Stroh's"

ENTRY FORM

1. To enter, submit a
photograph (B&W or color! ol a
scene thai you feel best depicts
the ' Pose with a Stroh s' theme
Slides and transparencies not
accepted
2. No purchase necessary
to enter.
3 Print your name, address
and zip code on the ollicial entry
lorm or on a plain piece of paper
Attach the entry form to the back
of the photograph and mail your
entry to the address shown
4. You may enter as often as
you like but each entry must be
mailed separately
5 All entries will be judged on
the following basis: originality
0-50 pts.. relevance to theme
0-40 pts . photographic
technique 0-10 pts
6 Prize winners will be
selected by the local distributor in
each market area, based on the
previously stated criteria
7 All entries become the
property of The Stroh Brewery
Company with all rights, including
the right to edit, publish and use
any photo without further
consideration ol payment to the
entrant No correspondence
about entries will be entered into,
nor will photos be acknowledged
or returned.
8 Before receiving a prize,
each winner must warrant their
age and that they have lull rights
to the photograph
9 The contest is open to U S
residents, except employees and
their families of The Stroh
Brewery Company, its affiliates,
advertising and promotion
agencies, wholesalers and
retailers Void where prohibited
by law
10 All federal, state and local
regulations apply Taxes on
prizes, if any. are the
responsibility ol the individual
winners
11 Entrants must be ol legal
drinking age in the state of their
residence as of January
1st. 1983
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Study Abroad? Dew It!
by Edward Dew, Ph.D.
Editor's Note: For part of the 1982-83 academic
year (during which time he was on sabbatical),
Dr. Edward Dew travelled with his wife to Merida,
Venezuela. While there, he wrote a letter to the
students and faculty of Fairfield University (the letter was dated March 30, 1983). That letter did not
reach the Mirror office until very recently, but with
Dr. Dew's permission (he has returned from
Venezuela!) and because the topic of the article
is still timely, I have decided to publish it. Dr. Dew
is a Professor of Politics at Fairfield and Faculty
Moderator of the International Relations Club.
Greetings from Merida! This is a lovely university town nestled in the Andes Mountains in
western Venezula. It's the home of the Universidad de Los Andes, Venezuela's second-oldest
university, founded in 1785. Thanks to a Fulbright
Scholarship, my wife and I are spending the
semester here as part of my sabbatical year off.
The reason I'm writing this open letter to you is
to encourage Fairfield students to think about do. ing something similar. I mean, after seventeen
years of schooling, don't you think you too
deserve a sabbatical?
Now don't get me wrong! A sabbatical isn't a
vacation so much as a "busman's holiday"...a
variation on the familiar old theme. But what a
variation! For one thing, there's been no end to
the surprises. Venezuela, like most of the world,
is in the throes of a recession. After years of
booming growth in this oil-rich country, the construction cranes now stand idly over the latest
wave of modern buildings and the large middle
and upper classes have "hit the wall" in terms
of matching financial means and lifestyle ends.
A few days after my arrival here, the faculty and
staff at "ULA", as my university is called, went
out on strike in protest against severe cuts in their

budget by the Ministry of Education. After a few
weeks of demonstrations (both for and against
the strike!), our 30,000 students went home, virtually crippling the economy of this old colonial
center.
And that's the way it's been now for almost
three months. Not quite the sabbatical I'd
planned—'visiting professor at a closed university"! Nevertheless, I've spent most of my time
in the library reading and writing hypothetical lectures in Spanish with the help of my colleagues.
From our rented room in a pension downtown,
my wife and I do a lot of enjoyable wandering.
Best of all, we like to sit in the lovely Plaza Bolivar,
looking at the mountains, the people, and the
lazy iguanas habitually draped over the hybiscus,
taking in the sun like ourselves.
Well, OPEC's recent problems and the devaluation of the Bolivar seem to have taken the
fight out of everyone. Last week, the strike ended and classes have been rescheduled to begin
on April 4. It's "Semana Santa" (Holy Week), and
already the students are beginning to return.
Thursday night, a local group is performing "Jesu
Cristo Super Estrella" in the Plaza in front of the
Cathedral and in many of the little mountain
villages nearby there are "via crucis" processions. Believe me, it's a grand adventure!
You really ought to consider it. It's a pity so few
Fairfield students head into the Peace Corps on
graduation. Fewer still think of travel and study
abroad. But as Professor Rosivach, our
Fellowship Advisor, can tell you, the opportunities
are there—especially if you play it right. For a
Fulbright, Rhodes, or other scholarship, you have
to gear up early—at the latest in your Junior year.
Give him a visit—it may change your life. At the
very least, it will enrich it immensely, as I am finding out.
Best wishes to you all, especially the
graduating Seniors!

Petry in Nicaragua
by Walter Petry
Editor's Note: Following is Professor Petry's second communication from Managua, Nicaragua,
where he has been since December. Walter Petry
is an Assistant Professor of History at Fairfield
I have in front of me a book, Un cauce hacia
la democracia (A Route to Democracy), by Pedro
Joaquin Chammorro Barrios; it is a collection of
editorials and articles from the opposition daily,
La Prensa. La Prensa has not published one article, not one report since I have been here which
is favorable to the Sandinistas. Not one mention

"With regard to persecution of the churches, I do
not think this has any
basis whatsoever."
has been made about the opening of a hospital,
the increase in the coffee harvest, the vast
number of young people who go off for up to two

CARE.S

months to pick cotton, the large number of
foreign delegations and church groups who
speak of their support of the revolutionary
government. La Prensa does print, for one thing,
every statement of the Roman Catholic hierarchy
here and almost every statement since my arrival
here in December has been challenging, insulting, and subversive to the FSLN. The FSLN
never returns the insult or innuendo when it does
respond. Barricada, the official organ of the
FSLN, simply prints the facts as the Government
sees them.
There are 13 privately-owned magazines and
four state-owned magazines and there has never
been any suggestion of censorship regarding
them. There was censorship of the dailies (war
news from the frontiers, contraterrorism within
the country, alarmist reports about food shortages, distrotions of statements by the hierarchy
which made the Government appear to be antiCatholic) for about 18 months but that was terminated in mid-December, except for war news.
For example, Hoja Dominical, the publication of
the Archdiocese of Managua, is a weekly attack
on the FSLN and has never been censored.
With regard to persecution of the churches, I
do not think this has any basis whatsoever. There

WHO wirvs
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[ POLITICS 1
Political Currents
by Michael S. Guarnieri
As a write-in candidate in the recent New
Hampshire Democratic Primary, President
Reagan received more votes than Ernest Hollings, Alan Cranston, and Reubin Askew, three of
the eight Democratic Presidential candidates.
Maybe there should be a law against presidents
as popular as Ronald Reagan...

*•••
Before he died (and went to wherever it is that
communists go), Yuri Andropov said that "Revolution is destruction (but) without destruction it
is impossible to create a new Socialist World."
We can't really blame him for saying this, however, because VI. Lenin said that "In principle
we have never rejected, nor can we reject, terror." Andropov and Lenin...just a couple of ordinary guys, (quotes from Washington Dateline by
Robert H. Goldsborough)

••••
Last week, I mentioned the Grace Commission
report which outlines over 2000 ways to cut the
federal budget deficit by eliminating wasteful and
ridiculous programs from the federal budget.
What follows is a list of additional crazy expenditures that your government is making every year.
These come courtesy of Eye on Bureaucracy:

1. The Department of the Interior is establishing
a wild horse and burro adoption center in the Kentucky/Tennessee area. The center will be run out
of the Bureau of Land Management and will be
funded from the "Adopt-a-Horse" program.

2. The Department of Commerce is soon going
to begin a study on "Marine turtle populations and
habitats".
3. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is beginning a research project for the
"continuation of population studies of pinnipeds
at the Farrallon Islands". The project will include
"daily observation during breeding season, daily censuses, tag reading, and marking and tagging of cows, bulls, and pups."
4. The U.S. Forest Service just spent $42,850
for a "Pine Cone Collection". It bought the collection from Roscoe L O'Neal, Jr. The collection contains about 2200 bushels of pine cones.

5. The U.S. Information Agency paid $28,387 to
Steinway & Sons for a "Model D Grand Piano with
adjustable artist stool."
6. The environmental Protection Agency gave
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
$42,057 for a "Mussel Watch Program".
7. In a series a related government expenditures, $64,013 was given by the General Services Administration to Syntex Labs to provide
"oral contraceptie compacts", $291,554 was given
by the national Institutes of Health to the Rand
Corporation to study the "effect of parenthood on
activities of young adults", $248,650 was given by
the Agency for International Development to the
Population Council to perform "Family planning
operations research in Asia", $245,491 was given
to Birch & Davis Associates by the Centers for
Disease Control to establish a "National neonatal
Herpes Simplex Virus infection surveillance system", and $154,960 was given by the Centers for
Disease Control to the State of Colorado for a
"Determination of variables affecting cost-effectiveness of gonorrhea interview/investigation approach."

has been a renaissance in all denominations
since the Triumph (July 19, 1979) and churches
are flourishing like never before. Part of the propaganda of the contras (counter-revolutionaires)
is to suggest that the Pope supports them (leaflets dumped from airplanes assert this) and that
the FSLN is communist-atheist. Rather than the
FSLN persecuting the churches, it is the hierarchical Church that acts as a steady provacateur
against The Government and actively harrasses,
libels, and persecutes the so-called "people's
church" or "popular church".

killed everyday defending its borders and its selfrespect. Despite this, those groups who for
religious reasons claim to be indifferent to its fate
have been allowed their freedom. Remember our
government's attitude toward those who were
dubious about a war in Vietnam, thousands of
miles from U.S. borders? Remember the socalled "hardhats" beating up young protestors?
None of that here...in a country besieged,
blockaded, bombed, and infiltrated by mercenaries in the pay of the C.I.A.

The only group to ever have a problem with the
FSLN was the Jehovah's Witnesses whose extreme hostility to the FSLN was easily perceived as counter-revolutionary. This is a country,
remember, wherein young men and women are

Coming soon: Propoganda, Intimidation, and
Totalitarianism in Nicaragua
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Just Clowning Around
by Mark Fulone
Clowns. Most of us don't take them seriously.
But there's a lot about clowns and clowning that
most people don't know. For instance, did you
know that "National Clown Week" is August 1-7?
And did you know that there is a national
organization of clowns called "National Clowns
of America" which has about 3,000 members nationwide? The organization is broken up into
clubs, called "alleys", which hold monthly
meetings for their members. During these
meetings they schedule events such as visiting
hospitals and rest homes, and performing at
store openings and other festive events. The alley
is a good way for clowns to meet other clowns
and exchange clowning ideas. Clown alleys are
located all over the U.S., and there are eight
clown alleys in Connecticut alone.
Clowns have their own magazine, also—it's
called Calliope and it's published monthly by the
"National Clowns of America". The magazine is
filled with upcoming clowning events and helpful
hints on clowning.
There's even a clown college, located in
Venice, Florida, which offers a IOV2 week session
devoted to teaching such things as basic clowning procedures, juggling, acrobatics, stiltwalking,
unicycling, costume design and make-up.
Clowning can be a career or just a hobby.
Clowns can be priests, accountants, baseball
players—even university students.
One such case is Rich Swietek, a senior from
West Hartford. You may have noticed Rich if you
went to "Carnival Night" last week—he was the
tall one with the pale complexion. Rich began
clowning last May, after being encouraged by a
friend to attend a clown alley meeting in East

Hartford. The clowns in the alley helped Rich get
started by suggesting make-up and different
types of costume. With their help, he designed
his own costume and make-up, and became a
full-fledged clown.
Why did he get involved in clowning? "I'm a
ham," he says. "I like to make people laugh."
Rich's act is mostly magic tricks, which he does
best, but also includes balloon sculpture, juggling, and a variety of visual jokes. Rich does a lot
of children's shows, especially around Christmas,
but is also hired to do corporate affairs for
businesses like Revlon and Loctite, the makers
of Super Glue. He is sometimes paid for clowning, but the bulk of his energies are volunteer.
Says Rich, "I can't see being paid for something
I like so much". Clowning is strictly an enjoyable
hobby for Rich—he isn't considering making a
career of it.
Keith Hughes is a senior psychology major at
Fairfield U. who is also devoted to clowning. Keith
has been clowning since the summer of 1981,
when he was working at a camp for emotionally
disturbed children. They needed a clown to work
at scheduled events like "carnival night" and the
talent show. Keith volunteered even though his
clowning talents were limited to some juggling
that he knew. He bought a wig, the classic red
nose, and make-up, and created his own clown
persona. He performed at the camp and discovered that he loved being a clown.
After this he joined the local clown alley in East
Hartford. The members weere friendl y and very
willing to help. He learned magic tricks, balloon
sculpture, and the unicycle, although he is still
trying to master the unicycle. He is always looking for new ideas to include in his clowning, and
he is always striving to perfect his act. To help

Keith Hughes or "Clover" when he is in costume, clowns for the photographer here.
him, he subscribes to Calliope, and he attends
the meetings of his alley.
Why does he do it? "I love kids," Keith says.
This is evident in his past working experience.
He had worked with retarded children and adults
for two summers and he is also involved in the
Big Brother program. "It's magical", he says, "it
makes the performer and the audience happy—
both get satisfaction." He likes to make people
laugh and make them feel good about themselves. Keith believes that all clowns have "an
attitude of caring, friendliness, and goodwill".
Clowns are not well paid, and it is probably this
caring attitude which makes them stay with
clowning, not for the money, but for the perssonal

satisfaction that comes when they entertain.
Keith plans to take a year off after he graduates
to join the Royal Lichtenstein Circus, which has
been to Fairfield University before. The circus is
based in California, and it is on the road for most
of the year—from September to May. During the
summer it runs a clown training camp.
Keith doesn't want to make a career of clowning, but, he says, "I'll be a clown for the rest of
my life." Good luck to him and to Rich. In this day
and age, with ail of it's fear and pessimism, it's
hard to think of a more noble and meaningful
purpose than that of the clowns—to make people laugh and forget their cares, if only for awhile.

Ready Number 1: Natural High
by Joseph Heller
It was a hot and sunny Saturday afternoon in
early July. The sun sneered down on the earth
as if to defy the strong wind determined in vain
to bring a cool breeze of comfort to us all. A group
of my friends and myself were traveling in a compact car engaged in casual conversation, seemingly ignorant of the day's events we had inadvertently planned the night before. Or perhaps
we were simply denying the anxieties that
plagued each one of us, hiding behind a mask
of blase composure. Nonetheless, we traveled on
like robots programmed for our destination, North
Canton Air Field.
The airfield was a thriving anacronism, defying modern technology with its single engine
planes and non-illuminated runways. I felt like Vic
Morrow leading his men in "Combat," silently

toward an airfield in the rural farmlands of
France. We gazed curiously, and slowly approached the single plane hangar that no doubt
once stood as a barn years. When we reached
the hangar we were greeted by the owner of the
airfield, the only person there at the time. As he
discussed some insignificant details my curious
eyes once again looked upon the airfield. The

For the past month the campus has looked like a Hollywood soundstage. A few weeks
ago when the hot air kissed the cold and the
whole of Fairfield county steamed up like a
heatless sauna, we could have been shooting
"Hound of the Baskervilles" on campus.
Somebody had our fog machines on high and

three runways, whose surfaces were maintained solely by lawnmowers, extended in different
directions. Between each runway wild grass and
weeds grew two to three feet high. This terrain
extended a few hundred yards in all directions
and was bound by thick woods, a quarry* and the
dirt road which lead to the highway. This was
hardly a picturesque scene, at least to the spoiled
eye which had taken it so much for granted.
When my attention was diverted back to the
owner, he led us into a small room where we
underwent several hours of rigorous training and
instructing. Finally he recommended we were
ready to go.
As the reality set in, we satirically, yet somehow
very seriously, questioned our sanity and slowly, in a funeral march procession, headed for the
airfield. We must have looked like quite a
humorous bunch, dressed in army green and
football helmets that were unfit for use in any
regulation league. Nevertheless, none of us
laughed, nor grinned, nor probably even noticed the peculiar outfits.
We had learned in our drills how five people
could board a three man plane, and we did so
perfectly—first the pilot, followed by my two
friends, the instructor, and lastly myself. I was
crouched in the right front section of the plane,
on my knees, sitting on my feet, with my head
resting on the dashboard, a most befitting position for the time and purpose. The single engine
propeller began to turn; the door slammed and
soon we were making our way down the runway.
The air turbulence blended perfectly with the
rough, grassy runway making for an undetectable liftoff. Before I knew we left the ground we
were already a hundred feet up. A sudden surge
went through my body, and my blood pressure

rose with each foot the aircraft climbed. The turbulence caused my muscles to vibrate rapidly
until my entire body experienced a numbing sensation. My heart began beating very rapidly and
my breath became quite shallow. I inhaled deeply
many times but the temporary relief grew shorter
with each vain effort. To relieve the exorbitant terror, heat, and monotony, I thought I would try and
talk to my friends. I turned over my left shoulder
and looked at my friend Tom at the other end of
the plane. He was sitting motionless with his
hands at his sides and his eyes spread wide
open. His pale white face was covered with
beads of sweat that pounded on his complexion.
After seeing him the only words that could come
out of my mouth were "Are you going to be.,
alright?" He nodded quickly and I in turn buried
my face in my arms.
Suddenly the instructor yelled "hold on!" and
the door thrashed open. The resounding
monotony of the plane's engine gave way to an
even more deafening crash as the wind ravaged through the plane. I clung to the front of the
plane like a baby to his mother's bosom until the
inevitable had finally occurred. The command
"ready number 1" echoed through the plane for
an eternity before I slowly dislodged myself from
the corner and placed my knees at the base of
the door of the plane, grasping the foor beside
either knee. My energy had drained from my
body. I could basrely grab the floor. "Position!"
I felt light headed as my trembling foot stretched out of the plane and rested on the walking bar.
I thrust my hand out, grabbed the wing bar and
pulled my body out with my last bit of strength.
I stood frozen on one leg awaiting my final command with a lifeless desire to face death rather
than the feat I had been experiencing. "Jump"

At least a dozen times I was sure I glimpsed Sherlock Holmes' houndstooth greatcoat
whipping around a corner. I tried to brush
away the fog from in front of my face as if I
were rubbing frost from a window pane, half
expecting to confront Nigel Bruce ruminating
over that black hulk of a calabash whose

a soggy towel, he wouldn't have been able to
kep his hat on or his umbrella right side to the
camera, never mind keep up the fancy foot
work, especially when the puddles he would
have been skipping through were more like
curb-high replicas of the Colorado river.
With all this eye-straining weather veiling

Hurray For Hollywood and Foghorns
by Cecile Mazzucco
waves of the cotton-candy thick stuff billowed in from the playing fields and parking lots
and draped aroung the building and trees like
eerie Spanish moss, this wasn't regular peasoup fog either. Not only could I have taken
a spoon and scooped my way up to class, but
also, as suggested on those Campbell
Chunky Soup commercials, I was tempted to
use a fork and dig my way through.
.

smoke melted into the fog, but really all I could
see were more swirls of fog and maybe a faint
footprint or two.
I really would have liked to have seen Gene
Kelly singin' in last Tuesday's rain. I wonder
if he could remain graceful when twirled by
sudden fifty mile per hour winds that slogged3rQund.hisneck.slappirig.each cheek like
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the familiar and unfamiliar, mobile and stationary that compose the campus landscape,
I'm always afraid a tree, the side of a building,
or a person will step in front of me as unexpectedly as the iceberg popped up on the
Titanic. While I might be unsinkable, the collision would be enough to shiver my timbers
and send a concussion to my crow's nest so
that I'll list to starboard for the rest of the day.
eSSSsiewSSSMSs^

came the sound from in the plane and I immediately released my security on life. The 120
mile per hour winds rendered my body useless
against the forces of nature. Abruptly, all was
calm; I looked up and my parachute had opened and immediately I noticed the penetrating
silence that I dared not break by word or motion.
I looked down at the landscape which looked so
mundane a few hours ago, and now looked as
precious as my parachute when it opened.
As I descended, too slowly to notice, a voice
yelled from the ground below "If you can hear
me wave your arms and legs." At first I did not
realize what I heard, but then I responded. I
became mute from my excitement and screamed non-sensical noises as loud as I could.
Ecstasy raged through my body as I waved my
arms and legs. There I was, twenty-three hundred
feet above the ground, suspended by a cushion
of air and mother nature in the palm of my hand.
Although the feeling is indescribable, one thing
is certain, I have never experienced anything like
it before and I never will again.

To prevent such accidents I think we should
all invest in fog horns. Tiny ones, just small
enough to fit behind ear like some kind of hot
house orchid. The chain pull could loop
around and dangle behind the earlobe like a
fancy earring. Then, whenever we walked out
into murky campus byways we'd pull the chain
at one minute intervals announcing our
presence. Everybody would steer clear of
somebody else and there would be no collisons to snap our main masts and scatter our
cargo of texts and dignity to the four winds.
Of course there are a few minor problems.
A foghorn sounds: Mooooo-ooooose, so we'd
have to broaden the antlers and nose of the
school mascot until it becomes a moose. Our
teams would be called moose men and sponsor guest appearances by Bulwinkle.
Just think, maybe some great producer'll
walk in and yell "roll 'em" for a blockbuster
movie on Fairfield Foghorns in Fire engine
Red.
,-, j
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Styling Hair Designs
by Bob Clifford
Have you ever noticed the inverted ads in this
newspaper for Joe and Lia's hair cutting? Well,
that's no mistake, it's simply an advertising
scheme to catch your eye. But there's no better advertising, than the eye catching haircuts
and word-of-mouth referrals from satisfied
customers that have made Joe and Lia's the
most popular hair salon in the Fairfield area.
Joe Vigorito and Lia Vigorito-Toth, the brother
and sister team, have been cutting hair at 1559
Post Road in Fairfield for nearly four years. Prior
to that they had studied in New York, San Francisco, and Europe and under the tutelage of
Steve Conguista, a photographer for Harper's
Bazaar and Vogue magazines, and a creator in
the hair industry.
Undoubtedly the main reasons for Joe and
Lia's success are their artists' eyes and warm
personalities. They like to design their own cuts,
not relying on what's in vogue, but only taking
it into consideration. It's the overall look of the
individual from the moment they step foot into
the salon that determines the style they'll leave
with. One's wants as a customer are followed
because people today are more aware of what
they want, as opposed to years ago when the
"hair dresser" was the only one that knew what
was going on. But Joe and Lia will let you know
if they think you're wrong about something. Not
everyone will wear a perm well, and if they don't
think your hair even needs to be cut, they'll encourage you to leave and come back another
time.
Both Joe and Lia were born and raised in Fairfield and enjoy the convenient location. Joe is
I can now agree with Donna's statement
in The Mirror, "You don't appreciate what
you've got until you haven't got it anymore."
Her experience in Boston was quite similar
. to mine in Fairfield except we have different
interpretations.
In my opinion, one objective of college life
is to learn to be independent, to be exposed
to more aspects of life and be intellectually

by Cinty Li
stimulated. Going to a college overseas
enables me to see and experience more, that
is why I flew all the way from the other side
of the Earth to come here.
One thing unique about my experience is
that it seems like I have a new role. It is like
starting a new life. Imagine going to a
strange, new place where nobody knows
you. They don't know your language, cultural
background or personal history. You must
start all over again. It is so challenging and
interesting, yet inevitably lonely sometimes.
The most impressive aspect of American
lifestyle is its materialism. Look at the phone,
TV, and rug in your room that you take for
■ granted. Look at how much food is wasted
everyday. Three hundred students share five
phones and one TV in the Chinese Univer-

the single parent of a five year old boy whom he
enjoys spending a lot of time with. He loves to
eat out and is also a jazz admirer, bicycle rider,
and a BMW lover, owning one himself. His fantasy is to cut the hair of the models in the
Fredrick's of Hollywood catalogues, and his ambition is to be successful at what he does, that
is to live comfortably and always enjoy his work.
Likely to be found watching MTV or walking
with her Afghan hound, Lia is much like her
brother in terms of her goals and what makes her
happy. She is married, and likes to work out,
read Women's Wear Daily, and go to concerts.
She also has been working as a referral contact
for a real estate agency for the past year, and
she does everything possible to keep up with
what's happening in the media. Her fantasy is
to cut David Lee Roth's hair, which is not all that
unrealistic since both Joe and Lia do cut local
musicians' hair, and have for some time.
Joe and Lia also offer advice for all which they
firmly follow and endorse. Good nutrition leads
to good hair, and there's nothing harmful about
washing your hair every day with a good quality
shampoo. Beer consumption is great for your
hair and makes it grow faster (no worries around
this campus), but drugs make your hair fall out

sity of Hong Kong where I come from. Living
conditions in CU campus, when compared
to Fairfield, are sort of frustrating: six floors
with no elevators, and opposite sex visitors
are restricted from coming in except for 12
to 6 p.m. on weekends.
Despite all the enjoyments, there are also
discouragements in my experiences.
Language is one of my barriers, but I am glad

that my English has been improved since I
got here—especially slang! Besides, lots of
misunderstandings are the results of judging
people by your own standards. Partying, dancing and drinking are viewed as polluted, corrupted and individualistic in China. Hong
Kong is rather Westernized but we seldom
drink in parties, except for punch or champagne. Here we normally dance, eat and
drink until we get drunk. Two things my
mother warned me to beware of were drugs
and drinks—sounds too sensitive, doesn't it?
But that is the negative American image in
Hong Kong. Now I know it. Dance is a very
good exercise and parties are good chances
to know people in an informal environment.
Using our rules to measure others always
causes difficulties. Everybody is different.
Every place is different. And it is through
these differences I find life interesting.

This summer the Glenmary
Home Missioners, a society of
Catholic priests and Brothers,
are offering opportunities for
Catholic men to serve the poor
of Appalachia. These volunteer programs will enhance
your perception of those in
need. Come and learn with
Glenmary. Your choice of
week-long sessions is available as follows:

May 19-25,1984
June 9-15,1984
July 21-27,1984
August 4-10,1984

For more information, please complete the coupon
below and forward it to: Reverend Jerry Dorn, Glenmary Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati, Ohio
45246.

Name
College _
Address.
City
.
Telephone (_

and lead to premature graying. Excessive proteins, due to fat content, lead to premature
balding, so lay off the meats. Also bad are heavy
metal brushes and other utensils, and a lot of
blow drying. A good towel drying and running

| FEATURES |

Serve inAppalachia

r n

Lia Vigorito-Toth is on her fourth year as a partner with her brother at Joe and Lia's.
[Photo by Mike Pirone]

Age.
Year of Study.
State.

Zip.

Barber Serville

your fingers through your hair are the best thing.
In terms of style, Joe and Lia see MTV as a
major force behind what people want, especially college students. They say the basic bob is
coming back, as are smooth lines and soft cuts.
The punk look is out. Your best advice, though,
would come from paying them a visit for your
next haircut.
A wash, cut, and blow dry is twenty dollars,
which isn't much considering the weeks of
satisfaction you'll get, in addition to the compliments. So next time you wash your hair and
can't do a thing with it, give Joe and Lia a call.
It's not expensive and you're worth it.

1426 Post Rd.

al's place cafe

259-3893

(corner Post Rd. & Mill Plain Rd.)

Congrats to Steve Festa and Jack
Smith—leading scorers in Div. III!

Monday & Thursday nights:

Live-in infant care and light
housekeeping. Private room
w/bath. Pay based on experience. Weekends off.
North Stamford, 967-4495.

250 drafts
9 p.m.-12

"Go Stags"

Figaro... Figaro... Figaro
Barbershop
Cuts, Styles, Perms
Custom New Wave haircuts available also
in the Bridgeport Sheraton
815 Lafayette Blvd. Bridgeport
Exit 27 off I-95 • Ample free parking

Pre-Law
Summer College Institute
June 25-July 27,1984
Are you condsidering law school?
Experience a case analysis, legal method,
legal research and writing course taught by
law professors and librarians.
»Monday & Wednesday •Three-credit course—$455
Housing and meal plan
6:30-9:45 P.M.
are available
oJERSI7>

f/fcj-EpO*

University of Bridgeport Law Center
Division of Continuing Legal Education
Bridgeport, CT 06601 (203) 576-4641

Please forward program material for the Pre-Law
Summer College Institute
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Telephone: (INCLUDE AREA CODE)
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Team Effort Proves Successfi
by Thomas P. Moore
Twenties cropped up in a number of areas this
season for the Lady Stags. A goal was set for a
record of twenty wins. People then started talking about the team that has only been involved
in Division I play for three years as being a top
twenty caliber.
Their season record of 22-6 stands out as a
hallmark achievement in athletics at Fairfield.
A double edged sword presented itself at the
beginning of the season when goals were set.
The one that was not achieved was the winning
of the M.A.A.C. conference. That combined with
a painfully close tournament in North Carolina,
left the women with a downbeat feeling at the
end of a season that could only be deemed extraordinary for the under-supported team.
Coach Dianne Nolan summed up the 22-6
record of play by saying, "We expected a good
season. We were a veteran team. The season
did exceed our expectations though. We won our
tournament and had a good season both on and
off the floor."
Next year's hopes showed when Coach Nolan
said, "To fill the gap created by our graduating
point guard, Liz Sterling, we have a possible
point guard recruited and signed for next year.
She is Dana Pelleghno, from Paramus Catholic.
We are very optimistic about our recruits for next
year."
In the head coach's five years here at the
university, she has noticed a real commitment
by the school. She commented on the university attitude toward the team, "I am very pleased
with the administration, the student body and the
total university community with respect to their
support for the team."
On the topic of other losses in the upcoming
season Carolyn Hodges, at the sixth person slot
and Martha Jones as the team's manager will be
sorely missed, as will Dianne DeWinne, who is
also a senior this year.
Senior Liz Sterling, who performed the duties
of guarding the point throughout the season,
summed it all up by saying, "We set a goal for
20 wins, and got off to a quick start with a record
of 10-0. At that point we gained a lot of confidence. We had surprising early success in the
first part of the season."

Sterling continued to comment on this year's
schedule, "The high points of the season were
winning our tournament, (the Warner Classic)
and teammate Katrina Fields scoring her
thousandth point this season. On the lower side
of things, some of the games we played in the
M.A.A.C. we did not do so well."
The top 20 emphasis drew some comment
from Sterling also, "A lot of emphasis was put
on 'top 20 team' label. We had a lot of pressure
on us. I did not think we were a top twenty team
myself."
Comparing the Lady Stags' losses to graduation to other teams in the M.A.A.C, she said that
Holy Cross will graduate heavily.
Another graduating senior whose skills on the
court will be obviously missed is Carolyn
Hodges. She commented on the team's success
in the following way, "For the majority of the
team this was our third year of playing together.
All of the experience really molded together.
Everyone has improved. We are more experienced in Division I play now that we are in our third
year in the league. I
"The team has developed, we did alright
because we kept getting good players. We got
good height, we were getting good kids from
high caliber schools," Hodges added.
Realistically assessing the situations that cropped up during the season they played, junior
Patrice Wallace-Moore said, "The losses this
season could have easily been wins. Better communication would have won more games for us.
We love each other so much that we couldn't
bring ourselves to say anything bad about a person's play."
The hopes for a post season appearance in
the NIT in Texas were appraised by Patrice, "I'm
positive about us going to the NIT. Loss of the
M.A.A.C. put us back into the thirties in the national rankings, that makes a N.C.A.A. bid
unlikely."
Patrice's roommate and high school teammate at Mt. Vernon High School in New York,
Katrina Fields, shared her views on the season
by saying, "Being in first place in the M.A.A.C.
at one point in the season and going 4-0 in the
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Big East made this year great. Our big goal of
twenty wins was met, while the teams we went
up against got tougher." '
Another junior on the squad, Alison Martinsky,
gave her opinion of the season stating, "We
reached one of our goals by winning twenty
games. We did it as a team unit."
Expanding on that idea of the Lady Stags'
sense of team oneness, Sue McMullan considered the most important aspect of the team
to be its lack of any kind of dissension or bad
feelings between anyone on the team.
Patrice Wallace-Moore commented on what
she observed when the team travelled to North
Carolina for the tourney hosted by East Carolina
University in Greenville. She said, "The girls on
the Cheney State team (ranked #11 in the nation) had a noticable amount of dissension
among the players."
She gave an example of the Lady Stags'
sense un unselfishness by citing Carlyn Hodges'
injury, "When Carolyn was injured and took on
her new role as the sixth person, I knew it would
be tough for her. She was one of the most competitive players on the team."
The incoming class of freshman players this
year gave Fairfield the depth that they needed
to go as far as they did. The talents of Lauren
Miklavic and Pam Rivers to name two of the
number of contributing members of the class of
'87, helped push the team on to the point of accomplishment they have achieved today.
Both Miklavic and Rivers look back on their
first season as experiences that they enjoyed
and learned from immensely.
There are a great number of players who were
not cited personally here yet the nature of the
team's success lies in the whole team's ability
to work as one. Especially for the Lady Stags,
the importance of the whole team working
together for their goals holds the primary focus
throughout their very successful season.
The progress of the team since it has achieved its N.C.A.A. Division I ranking has been
phenomenal. Only improvement is in store for
next season as the team carries four out of its
five starters into the '84-'85 season.

***
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'Luck Of The Roommate' Needed More Luck
by Richard Swietek

Average. It was a word used many times to
describe last Friday's "Luck of the Roommate"
dance sponsored by the Irish Society, and rightly
so. The bands and the atmosphere added no
spark to the evening.
It could have been that many people were matched up with dates they would rather forget
about, but I have doubts about anyone trying to
argue that point seriously.
The bands were all right. Downstairs Gemini
sounded good instrumental^, but their vocals

were weak, and songs like the Romantics "What
I Like About You" really didn't push you out on
the dance floor or shift your feet into overdrive.
They had a pretty good light show, but I personally wasn't there to watch, I wanted to dance.
The end of the program was a little more lively,
but it was aided by students dancing on stage,
and by the band discovering they had some
stage presence, and not by the music.
By the way, I hope everyone who cut themselves up on the broken beer bottles is healing
by now. Someone should have been told about
the glass so it would be swept away. And

whoever dropped them—well, I'll save my words
for the lampoon issue when I can say what I
want.
Upstairs, Fever had just about everyone out
on the dance floor. While the downstairs tables
always seemed to have at least a few people at
them all night, the upstairs tables were cleared
and the dance floor was packed. The choice of
tunes was much better, and the vocals were better than Gemini's. Don't get me wrong, they
weren't great, but they were better than
downstairs.
To add to the difficulty of having lackluster

bands the music that was played during the
breaks was no better.
The decorations were good, but nothing extravagant. Overall the dance was well-organized,
but everyone I spoke to thought it could have
been better. I may have spoken to the wrong
people, but I certainly hope some of the blind
dates went over better than the mediocre dance
they attended.
You really can't find fault with anybody
because the dance was palatable. The Irish
society did a good job organizing a two floor
dance, but if I was to blame anyone I would put
it on the unentertaining quality of the bands.

Velletri To Solo
In Oak Room

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
^

by Richard Swietek
For the first time in Fairfield University's
history a student will conduct a solo performance
in the Oak Room next month. Senior Chris
Velletri will be playing both classical and jazz
saxophone selections during his student performance sponsored by the Fine Arts department.
"saSK

ophone to students in his spare time. When asked if the course is for beginners or those already
versed on the instrument Velletri comments, "It's
for anybody that's not better than I am."
And his performance is for everybody too. Admission will be free on Thursday April 12, and
the show will begin at 8:00 p.m. He's sure to give
his peers a show to remember.

Velletri, who has been playing the sax for 14
years, came up with the idea on his own. "There
aren't any opportunities for a saxophonist to
display his talent, so I set up an independent
study, and to my knowledge, this is the first ever
solo performance by a student in the Oak
Room," explained Velletri.
Dr. Orin Grossman will accompany Velletri
during both halves of his performance, and
fellow student Joe Borowski will be playing
drums during the second half of the show. The
first half will be all classical and include selections such as the Glazunov Concerto, an aria by
Eugene Bozza and a concerto by Paul Creston.
The second half will be all jazz. Velletri has
decided to perform all Thelonious Monk selections, but may add another performer's work.

rs vr

"I like the idea of having order and disorder
on the same program. It's odd, but I think it will
work," Velletri said about his selection of music.
He also hopes to set an example for other
students. "I think there's a lot of untapped
creativity in this school, and through this performance I hope others will decide to express their
talents in a similar way," stated Velletri. He went
on to add that a Fine Arts Center would also be
a step in the right direction for showcasing
students' work in the music and the arts.
Velletri, an English major with a minor in communications, is pursuing a career in the music
industry, and hopes to land a job in promotions.
"By working my way through the industry I may
ultimately land a job with a band, but the
chances of that are slim," said Velletri.

Couples danced well into the night during last week's Luck of the Roommate dance held
in the Campus Center.
[Pnoto by Marguerite Hinderer]

He has also played in various outside bands
during college and is presently teaching sax-

Chris Velletri in the Oak Room.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
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GRADUATINGSOON?

You're Needed
All Over the
World.

FRONT "END & ELECTRICAL
SPECIALISTS
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

Take Advantage
of our Special
Student Discounts

Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility
ore os vital as theit degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas
of food production, energy conservation, education, economic
development and health services. And they'll tell you about
the tewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS

24 HR. TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
| CAR CARRIER SERVICE |

SENIORS: Sign up today for interviews to
be conducted March 21 at the Career Planning and Placement Office.

COMPUTER SPIN BALANCING
DISC & DRUM BRAKE SERVICE
STATE INSPECTION STATION * TJ017

372-7859

Call 2 55-5411 for information.

2405 BLACK ROCK TNPKE., FAIRFIELD
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The Smiths: Pandering Life's Complexities
by John Caufield
For the first time in this now not-so-young
decade, a band has emerged that seems ready
to change the face of pop music. That band is
the Smiths, a group from Manchester, England
who very recently swept the influential New
Musical Express readers' poll, being voted Best
New Group on the strength of three singles—
"Hand in Glove," "This Charming Man," and
"What Difference Does it Make?" Their
eponymous debut album is available now as an
import, with domestic release slated for March
19. However, this record is such a vibrant, vital
masterpiece, waiting until March 19 to purchase
it means that you will have to go another day
without hearing the inspired kick of the rhythm
section of Andy Rourke and Mike Joyce, the
psycedelic/rockabilly/jazzy guitar of Johnny Marr,
or the tortured choirboy tenor of vocalist

(Stephen) Morrissey. But the music isn't the most
important thing about the Smiths; it is the music
combined with Morrissey's brutally frank lyrics
about love and life that make the Smiths truly
distinctive in this often jaded pop world.
All of the songs on The Smiths are characterized by Morrissey's blunt but beautiful lyrical style;
a style that deals with an ageless, genderless,
and often an unrequited love. And the nebulosity of each of the song's protagonist adds a quality
of ambiguity to the nakedness of emotions. For
instance, a song like "Miserable Lie," while leaving no doubt about feelings, has the listener wondering about who is speaking to whom—'I know
I need hardly say/how much I love your casual
way/but please put your tongue away" and later
in the same song, "I know that wind-swept
mystical air/it means I'd like to see your underware." And in "Pretty Girls Make Graves," when
Morrissey sings "I'm not the man you think I am,"

we're still left without much of an idea of what
kind of man he is.
From the less ambiguous of the songs we do
know at the very least that Morrissey is the most
honest and sensitive lyricist and singer around
today. "Reel Around the Fountain" opens the
album as he sings: "It's time the tale were told/of
how you took a child and you made him old." The
seductive music, aided by Paul Carrack's hauntingly beautiful piano figure distracts us until the
bridge comes up and we realize that none of the
tale was told.
"Hand in Glove" is a love song the likes of
which has not been written since the demise of
the Buzzcocks. Like the best of that group, the
Smiths rock around the singing of Morrissey, and
the lyrics are a study in cautious optimism and
possible loss: "The Good Life is out there
somewhere/so stay on my arm you little charmer/but I know my luck too well/and I'll probably
never see you again."

Tom Selleck's Lassiter: Perfectly Mediocre
by Bryan LeClerc
and Sheri Montei
The setting is London on the eve of the second
World War. Add to this a handsome American
expatriot with a penchant for jewel thievery, a
beautiful English girl, and a Nazi spy. All the
ingredients are right, but somehow Warner
Brothers' latest effort, Lassiter, just doesn't come
together.
Tom Selleck, in the leading role, gets conned
into working for Scotland Yard and the CIA. His
mission is to steal several million dollars worth
of diamonds from the Berlin Embassy before they
can be used to finance the German war effort.
His mission is complicated by an inept CIA
agent named Breeze (Joe Regalboto), and a
squat Scotland yard man who wants Lassiter in
jail even if he fulfills his part of the deal and gets
the diamonds. Also thrown in are Lassiter's
girlfriend Sarah, played charmingly but unconvincingly by Jane Seymour, and a seductive but
sadistic Nazi diplomat with the jewels named kari
(Lauren Hutton).
The plot itself is fast-paced and packed with
action. There were the usual prerequisite
murders, explosions, car chases and bedroom
scenes. Many surprises in the film kept you
guessing until the end.
Overall, the movie was good, however, there
were a number of glaring plot inconsistencies.

For instance, after Lassiter's initial burglary attempt, he was not ten feet from the Berlin embassy compound gates when a hoarde of Scotland Yard Bobbies shook him down for the
jewels. How could the Germans have missed this
since they had guards right there at the gates?
Oh well.
Another example was a very unconvincing
fight between Lassiter and Sarah, which allowed him to go to the German embassy with Kari
that night. We thought the fight was cupposed
to be a set-up to get Lassiter in, but as it turned
out, Director Robert Young wanted us to believe
that Sarah's reaction to Kari would be violent
jealousy. We don't think Jane Seymour believed
it either.
We won't even mention Lassiter's "daring"
escape from the Embassy building sliding along
a power line with a batillion of Nazis unable to
hit him with machine guns fired at a range of 15
feet.
Bright spots in the film were the scenery,
(especially the London Ghetto,) and the suppor-

tillage Coin
Ancient Roman
Coins - $6.95
1560 Post Rd., Fairfield 255-4920
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-4:30 Sat., 9:30-4

Things are slowed down a bit on side two by
"I Don't Owe You Anything." A more typical
romance love song that chronicles an affair. Of
all the slow songs on the album, most moving is
"The Hand that Rocks the Cradle." A warm,
wonderful lullaby that may be a replacement for
Brahms'.
I could go on, but in order to fully realize
the naive pleasures of The Smiths, repeated
listenings are required. Morrissey and company
are making accessible, thoroughly delightful pop
music. They are the hope of the future.

rison Ford wold have, but only succeeded in playing Tom Selleck.
Overall, this film wasn't too bad, but for $4.50
you're better off waiting for it to come on HBO.

JOHN E. PERHAM

Women Need ^
Special Care...
We provide it.
Planned Parenthood
Bridgeport 366-0664

GUILD OPTICIAN

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE
(203) 255 3605

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANT
MANICOTTI • SPAGHETTI • LASAGNA

fhmr MMHIT^116 Post Road
*^*J0, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

HZA

Free can of Pepsi with every
$5.00 delivery!
Free delivery to all students

255-1596

1QZ
1559 POST RD
FAIRFIELD

ting cast which included Smoke, (Ed Lauder),
Lassiter's side-kick who ran an auto strip shop,
as well as the law men Becker and Breeze. The
latter was especially charming in his role as a
misplaced CIA agent.
Since mediocracy deserves mediocracy, Tom
Selleck was a perfect cast in this film. For nearly two hours he attempted to play Lassiter as Har-

"What Difference Does it Make?" deals with
a different kind of love than what is dealt with in
most pop music; comraderie as opposed to
romance. To wit: "All men have secrets and here
is mine so let it be known/we have been through
hell and high tide I think ! can rely in you." But,
as in "Reel Around the Fountain," we never learn
"the secret."

Mon.-Thurs. 4:00-12:00

LIK

Hairdesign
(203)-255-1866

BISCAYNE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
Miami, Florida

Fri., Sat. 4:00-1:00

Sunday 4:00-11:00

ICELANDER IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE.
LUXEMBOURG
ROUNDTRIP FROM:

Biscayne, a new law school, is accepting applications for its first class to begin in August 1984.
The only Catholic law school in the Southeast, Biscayne is ideally located in suburban Miami on a
140 acre campus. The School will offer a threeyear, full-time program, with small classes, modern
computerized research facilities, and the opportunity for specialized study in a variety of areas, including international law.
The Biscayne College School of Law intends to
seek ABA provisional approval as quickly as possible, which will be after the first year of teaching.
For information write or call: Office of Admissions,
Biscayne College School of Law, Dept. S, 16400
NW 32 Ave., Miami, FL 30054. (305) 621-1856.
Biscayne is an equal eppdrTunlfyinstitutio'ri.'

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS, FRANKFURT AND NICE.
REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE BREATHTAKING
BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to select cities in
Germany, Belgium and Holland. ■ Bargain train fares to Switzerland
and France. ■ Super Saver car rentals from $69/week in
Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner, cognac after.
Super APEX Fares. May 1-June 9. 1984. 7-60 day stay. 14 day advance purchase required.
Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxatr connecting service to other destinations. Purchase tickets
in U.S. All lares subject to change and government approval. See your travel agent or call
800/555-1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in your area.

ICELANDAIR
NOW MORI THAN MR YOUR BIST VALUE TO WROPt
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Canada's Bear of Beers
is here!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, NY.
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CAMPUS NOTES
ENTERTAINMENT:
The TONIGHT SHOW '84 sponsored by Circle K will take place tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the
Oak Room. A variety of bands, dancers, singers,
and comedians will be featured. COME JOIN
ALL THE FUN!!!! Tickets will be available at the
door.

LECTURES:
On March 22nd at 7 p.m. Dr. Boris BravoUreta, Professor of Agricultural Economics at the
University of Connecticut will lecture on the current social, political and economic realities in his
native CHILE. The lecture will take place in the
Oak Room.

MISC..
The English Department is sponsoring a competition for the Free-Lance Journalism Prize. All
papers must be about 1250 words and submitted to Prof. Riel, FOB 124 by April 4th. For Rules
& Regulations please contact Prof. Riel.

PEACE CORPS SEEKS VOLUNTEERS
AT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Peace Corps representatives will be on the
Fairfield campus March 21. Seniors may sign
up today for interviews to be conducted
March 21 at the Career Planning and Placement Office. Students are requested to bring
completed applications to interview appointments. Students unable to see a representative during the Fairfield recruitment drive,
should call the New York Area Office at (212)
264-7123, or write Peace Corps, 26 Federal
Plaze, Room 1605, New York, NY 10728. .

The Last serving in the Student Dining Room
will be Friday lunch from 11 am to 1:30 p.m. The
Stag-Her Inn Snack Bar closes at 7 p.m. .

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
Applications for the Class of 1983 Scholarship
are now available in the Alumni Office. They may
be picked up in Room G-17 in Bellarmine. The
deadline for completed applications to be returned to the Alumni Office is April 1, 1984.

Well Seniors, the Alumni Association has spent
the year trying to introduce us to what they are
and what they can do for us next year. And the
time grows ever closer, when we actually are Fair-

personalized glassware...something new in the
huge collection of personalized gifts from. . .

Engraver's
World

Mon. - Sat. 10-5
Friday 'til 8
1555 Post Rd. 255-4432

field Alumni. So it's time to start planning for that
future.
The Alumni Association is now accepting applications as the 1984 representative to the Board
of Directors. Every graduating class has one
representative, along with six at large chosen
from various classes. The Board of Directors is
the governing body of the Alumni Association.
They oversee the budget, plan and sponsor
events, help run the Alumni clubs, as well as take
an active interest in promoting the reputation of
Fairfield University The representatives are
elected to three year terms, and themselves elect
a President. They meet at various times during
the year to handle alumni business.
The best candidates for this position would be
someone who has been very loyal to the class
and to the University. They are the link between
their graduating class and the University. With
the start of a class agent system, this position is
especially important to the Class of '84 and to the
University. It is a very important job because the
continuing success of the Class of '84 depends
upon this person.
If you feel you would qualify for this position,
or know of someone who would, please fill out
the form all seniors received in their boxes. The
final decision will be made by the Board. Applications are due by March 15, and should be sent
to Alumni Relations. The Class of '84 will be gone
soon, but definitely not forgotten. We'll have our
Class of '84 scholarship, as well as a voice on
the Alumni Board.

COMPETITION

a lyric poem for 1984. Any student at Fairfield
University may submit up to three lyric poems for
consideration by the award committee. Please
submit poems by March 19, 1984 to: Professor
Diane Menagh, Chairman, the Gerard Manley
Hopkins Poetry Award Committee, English Department, Fairfield University. The award will be
presented on March 29, 1984.
Please submit poems in the following format:
typed and double-spaced, with name, address,
and titles on a separate page. Do not place your
name on the page that bears your poem. Please
submit three copies of each poem.

SENIOR
CLASS GIFT
Special thanks go to the following people for
their contribution to the Senior Class Gift this
week:

1984 DONORS
Robert Anderson
Mary Lou Bettino
Joanne DiMauro
Chris Eaton
Laura Gay
Allison Glickman
Michael Guamieri
Sal Guerrera

Andrew Hart
Brian Henderson
Kathleen McFadden
Tanya Penman-Sterling
F. Patrick Tobin
Barbara Wasek
Donald Whittam
Glen Yeomans

The English Department invites submissions
for the Gerard Manley Hopkins Poetry Award for

Mike's
Pizza

OF FAIRFIELD

•TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calazones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT
W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
• PIE AT NO CHARGE
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 2 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

255-2292

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
(NEXT TO FAIRFIELD TRADING POST)-

The Committee
honoring
FAiRfield
invites you to

"THE UNIVERSITY BALL"
Studio 54
254 W 54
Friday, March 16,1984
Black Tie/Jacket and Tie
Doors Open 9:00 PM
Complimentary Admission for two with this invitation
before 10:30PM After 10:30PM-$1 Op.p.

NEW YORK CITY

clip this ad for admission

March 8
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CLASSIFIED
ADS

Telex Operator needed in Stamford. 20
hrs. wk.—3-6 pm Mon.-Fri. Good typing.
Spanish-speaking a plus. Card #629.
Temporary—odd jobs, painting, etc. in
Fairfield. Card #630.

PART-TIME
JOBS

Part-time Cashiers, stock people needed in Norwalk. Flexible hours. Card
#631.

(Counseling Center)

Fairfield Mirror

Waiters & Waitresses needed during
Spring Break in Fairfield. Card #632.
Kitchen Work serving 20-25 individuals
at alternative school in Fairfield. Card
#633.
.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Filing 15-20
hrs. wk. Flexible hours in Fairfield. Card
#634.
■
•

SIB WEEKEND
COMING...!

Drop by the
Counseling Center for
more information.

the
courage to try
is all
you need
to . . .

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
. . . in the lives,
faith, and
development
of peoples.

Room & board in exchange for babysitting in Fairfield. Card #635.
Summer in'84 Sailing Instructor June
15-Aug. 30. Approx. $2000 for season
plus hourly commission for teaching
adults in Rowayton.Card #636.

iwt

^Georgetown
imp University
m\
Summer
Sessions
1984

Programs at home
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Programs abroad

Over 200 graduate and undergraduate □ Dijon, France —French
courses
D Leningrad, U.S.S.R. — Russian
Approaches to Teaching Writing
□ Oxford, England —Business
English as a Foreign Language
Administration
Government Internships
□ Quito, Ecuador—Spanish
High School Programs
□ Fiesole, Italy—Italian
Intercultura! Training
□ Trier, West Germany—German
Interpretation and Translation
□ Greece—Life and Thought
Institute
in Ancient Greece
Language Courses
Literary Criticism
Send more information:
Sacred Scripture Institute
Parish Workshop
Name
Washington Laboratory
Address
Writers Conference

Sessions
FOR MORE INFORMATION

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
Bro John Zick, CSC
R D #3. Box 1 13. Valatie. N Y 12184

(518) 784-3481

Pre-May 21-June 15
First—June 11-July 13
8-Week Cross Session—June 11-August 3
6-Week Cross Session—June 25-August 3
Second—July 16-August 17

ZIP.
Call (202) 625-8106 or mail to:
SSCE—Georgetown University
306 Intercultural Center
Washington, D.C. 20057

Georgetown University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution in employment and admissions.

The

BODY SCULPTING

CONNECTICUT ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

AT

ARTILLERY

FITNESS WORLD

It's challenging
In the

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

CONNECTICUT ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

and only
the best will make it!
If you think you are
EQUAL TO THE CHALLENGE
you may qualify for:
COLLEGE TUITION WAIVER
CASH BONUSES
AND MORE
The

CONNECTICUT ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

ARTILLERY
The Best Weekend Of Your Month!
CALL NOW
Staff Sgt. Charles E. Jones
847-3250
1-800-842-2274

Bodybuilding is the most productive form
of exercise in which you can change
the appearance of your body

10% OFF

with this ad
to all Fairfield U. Students
1925 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield

366-6465

